
PLANNING: BUILDING

EMPATHY

Before You Begin

There are several exercises described

below that simulate the experience of

having a physical disability, in order to

help able-bodied young people develop

empathy and overcome fears and stereo-

types about people with physical

disabilities (which are not learning

disabilities). You have several options for

using these exercises:

Option 1: If you have the time, set up

learning stations and have participants

rotate through them, working in pairs so

one youth can give directions and the

other can experience the simulations.

Have partners change places and repeat

the process.

Option 2: If time is a problem, have

participants pair off and draw assign-

ments from a container, only experiencing

1-2 exercises each and then discussing

their experiences with the group.

Option 3: Lead the entire group through

as many of the exercises as you have time

for. Participants will have to take turns

using equipment, but they can learn from

observing the behavior and reactions of

others as well as their own.

Decide how much time you will devote

to these exercises and how you will

s t r u c t u re the experience. Then use the

f a c i l i t a t o r re s o u rce to determine what

materials you will need.

Place the appropriate materials at each

station with task instructions written on

index cards.

If your group includes one or more young

people with an apparent physical disability,

do not be afraid to include them in these

exercises. A participant who has a hearing

disability will benefit from experiencing

the unique difficulties of a child with only

one arm. However, a young person with a

real disability may also be a special

resource in this activity. If the young

person is willing, ask him or her to share

any personal experiences and feelings as

someone with a disability after the

simulation exercises have been

completed.

Mechanics

Tell participants that during this service

project they will meet people who are

from diverse backgrounds and who have

varied talents and abilities. Write the

terms “people who are able-bodied” and

“people who have disabilities” on a piece

of newsprint or the blackboard. Ask for

someone to explain what the terms mean

and write descriptive phrases and defini-

tions under each term. Ask if anyone has

ever had a temporary disability, such as a

broken arm or leg. Have him or her

describe what the experience was like.
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Exercise 6
Community/Service Learning

Participants Will

Experience what it

could be like to have a

physical disability.

This Exercise Takes

1 class period

What You’ll Need

• Facilitator Resource:

“Conducting

Simulation Exercises”
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Point out that it is difficult for people

who are able-bodied to understand how

people with disabilities feel, since they

have never had the experience of being

disabled. Explain that in this activity they

are going to participate in several exercises

that will let them experience a little bit

about what it is like to have various

disabilities. Make it clear that these will

be only simulation exercises and the

experience will not be the same as having

a true disability.

Give the young people instructions for

participating in the exercises, depending

on how you have decided to structure the

activity. The instructions given below are

for Option 1. You can adapt these

instructions accordingly for Options 2

and 3.

■ Find a partner and work in pairs.

■ One or more pairs will go to each

learning station.

■ One member of each pair will take

part in the simulation exercise while the

other gives directions and carefully

watches for any safety problems.

■ Partners will change roles after visit-

ing three of the learning stations. If there

is time, they will change roles again and

experience the remaining stations.

■ When both partners have visited at

least three learning stations, take your

seats and write about the experience in

your journals.

Tell them to form pairs and take their

place at a learning station. They should

follow the directions at the station.

Provide further assistance or direction as

needed. When everyone is finished,

conclude the activity with the following

questions:

Discussion

■ How did you feel about participating

in the exercises? Was anyone nervous or

afraid? Did anyone think that doing this

was a dumb idea? How do you feel now?

■ What were the experiences like for

you? What feelings did you have?

■ How would your experiences have

been different if any of these disabilities

had been real?

■ What was the most difficult thing

about any of the simulated disabilities

you experienced?



CONDUCTING SIMULATION EXERCISES

(Note: Use the information below to construct learning stations or give assignments to participants.

You may need extra adult or older teen supervision for some of these exercises.)
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RESOURCE
FACILITATOR

Assignment

1. Loss of vision: Wear glasses

or goggles smeared with

petroleum jelly.

2. Loss of hearing: Put fingers

in ears and have others pan-

tomime or speak in a whisper.

3. Missing arm: Tie one arm

behind your back. (Have adult

do the tying; use rags, not rope.)

4. Short stature: Kneel and

walk on your knees.

5. Missing fingers: Wear latex

gloves with cotton balls in the

fingertips.

6. Unable to walk without help:

Use crutches and keep one foot

off the ground at all times.

7. Unable to see at all

(blindness): Wear cotton balls

over your eyes and scarf or ban-

danna tied around your head to

hold them in place.

Task

Read directions on a label or a

paragraph in a magazine or the

newspaper to your partner(s); try

to find a small item (e.g., paper

clip) in a shoebox.

Ask for directions from your

partner(s) (e.g., how to get to a

location, a recipe, etc.) and try to

write them down without having

them repeated.

Pick up and carry a large object,

such as a carton, end of a table,

etc. Try to complete any ordinary

task with your nondominant hand

and arm only.

Walk around the room and note

what you can see, hear, smell,

and reach at that height.

Open a small package, such as

a pill box, box of stamps, box of

breath mints, or gum. Take a

dime out of a coin purse.

Unbutton and button a shirt.

Walk to the office, enter a closed

door, and use the stairs if there

are any.

Do any ordinary activities, such

as cleaning something, putting

something away, using a tool or

playing with a toy, etc.

Equipment/Props

Inexpensive pair of eyeglasses;

petroleum jelly; something to

read (type should be small);

shoebox with small items.

Something to read or to say to

partner(s)

Rags long enough to secure the

arm. Large object to lift.

Rubber knee pads or towels and

gauze strips to hold them in

place.

Latex gloves; cotton balls; small

package or container; dime and

coin purse: shirt.

Crutches.

Cotton balls; dark scarf or

bandanna.
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